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Search for correlations between the
arrival directions of IceCube
neutrino events and ultrahigh-energy
cosmic rays detected by the Pierre
Auger Observatory and the
Telescope Array

The IceCube, Pierre Auger and Telescope Array Collaborations

Abstract. This paper presents the results of different searches for correlations between
very high-energy neutrino candidates detected by IceCube and the highest-energy cos-
mic rays measured by the Pierre Auger Observatory and the Telescope Array. We first
consider samples of cascade neutrino events and of high-energy neutrino-induced muon
tracks, which provided evidence for a neutrino flux of astrophysical origin, and study
their cross-correlation with the ultrahigh-energy cosmic ray (UHECR) samples as a func-
tion of angular separation. We also study their possible directional correlations using
a likelihood method stacking the neutrino arrival directions and adopting different as-
sumptions on the size of the UHECR magnetic deflections. Finally, we perform another
likelihood analysis stacking the UHECR directions and using a sample of through-going
muon tracks optimized for neutrino point-source searches with sub-degree angular res-
olution. No indications of correlations at discovery level are obtained for any of the
searches performed. The smallest of the p-values comes from the search for correlation
between UHECRs with IceCube high-energy cascades, a result that should continue to
be monitored.

Keywords: Neutrino, UHECR, cosmic ray sources, magnetic deflection.

Figure 7. Maps in Equatorial and Galactic coordinates showing the arrival directions of the
IceCube cascades (black dots) and tracks (diamonds), as well as those of the UHECRs detected
by the Pierre Auger Observatory (magenta stars) and Telescope Array (orange stars). The
circles around the showers indicate angular errors. The black diamonds are the HESE tracks
while the blue diamonds stand for the tracks from the through-going muon sample. The blue
curve indicates the Super-Galactic plane.

It is important to stress that all the p-values quoted for both analyses above are with
respect to the null hypothesis of an isotropic UHECR flux, as analyses of the distributions
of their arrival directions yielded no evidence of anisotropy at discovery level. However,
directions with higher densities of UHECRs, such as the TA ‘hot spot’ [38] and the
direction of Cen A [9], have been reported. Hence, as an additional a posteriori study
for both analyses, we have also evaluated the significance under the hypothesis of an
isotropic distribution of neutrinos. In this case, the UHECR positions have been kept
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a likelihood method stacking the neutrino arrival directions and adopting different as-
sumptions on the size of the UHECR magnetic deflections. Finally, we perform another
likelihood analysis stacking the UHECR directions and using a sample of through-going
muon tracks optimized for neutrino point-source searches with sub-degree angular res-
olution. No indications of correlations at discovery level are obtained for any of the
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Precise reconstruction of the all-particle spectrum over 3 decades in energy

4 data sets combined: SD 750 m, FD (hybrid), SD 1500 m (0-60˚), SD 1500 m (60-80˚)
 200 000 events,  50000 km2 sr yr exposure, FOV: -90˚, +25 in 
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4 data sets combined: SD 750 m, FD (hybrid), SD 1500 m (0°-60°), SD 1500 m (60°-80°)
~200000 showers, ~50000 km2 sr yr exposure, FOV -90° < d < 25°

Precise measurementof the all-particle energy spectrum over 3 decades in energy
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Precise reconstruction of the all-particle spectrum over 3 decades in energy

4 data sets combined: SD 750 m, FD (hybrid), SD 1500 m (0-60˚), SD 1500 m (60-80˚)
 200 000 events,  50000 km2 sr yr exposure, FOV: -90˚, +25 in 
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4 data sets combined: SD 750 m, FD (hybrid), SD 1500 m (0°-60°), SD 1500 m (60°-80°)
~200000 showers, ~50000 km2 sr yr exposure, FOV -90° < d < 25°

Precise measurementof the all-particle energy spectrum over 3 decades in energy
ankle E=4 1018 eV
pair production at 3-K photons
CR + γ3K → e+e−
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Precise reconstruction of the all-particle spectrum over 3 decades in energy

4 data sets combined: SD 750 m, FD (hybrid), SD 1500 m (0-60˚), SD 1500 m (60-80˚)
 200 000 events,  50000 km2 sr yr exposure, FOV: -90˚, +25 in 
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4 data sets combined: SD 750 m, FD (hybrid), SD 1500 m (0°-60°), SD 1500 m (60°-80°)
~200000 showers, ~50000 km2 sr yr exposure, FOV -90° < d < 25°

Precise measurementof the all-particle energy spectrum over 3 decades in energy
ankle E=4 1018 eV
pair production at 3-K photons
CR + γ3K → e+e−

depression E>4 1019 eV
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•photo pion production at 3-K  
  photons, GZK effect

       light composition

•maximum energy of 
   accelerators

  (Hillas condition)
       heavy composition

p + γ3K → ∆+ → p + π0;n + π+

Emax ∝ Z · B · L



First measurement of the depth of shower maximum over 3 decades in energy
Depth of shower maximum premiere observable for mass composition studies

HEAT data extends the FOV of the fluorescence detector up to 60˚ 
Extension of the depth of shower maximum measurements down to 1017 eV

Compared to expectations from proton and iron
EPOS-LHC, QGSJETII-04, Sybill2.1 as hadronic interactions models
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Compared to prediction for protons and iron nuclei according to the hadronic interaction models EPOS-LHC, QGSJETII-04, Sybill2.1

First measurement of the depth of shower maximum over 3 decades in energy

Xmax

Depth of shower maximum is premiere observable for mass composition studies .
HEAT data extend the FOV of the fluorescence detector up to 60°.
Extension of the depth of shower maximum measurements down to 1017 eV.
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relative distance “red/blue“ is 
measure for ln A (particle type)
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From the depth of shower maximum to primary mass (lnA)
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Similar trend for both 
models:

heavier composition at 
low energies 

(largest mass dispersion), 
lightest one at  2x1018 

eV, getting heavier again 
towards higher energies 

(smaller mass dispersion)
[N.B: very few data 
above  40 EeV)
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Not only inferences on 
mass but test of models too
The conversion to 2(lnA) 

through QGSJETII-04 
yields unphysical results

From the depth of the shower maximum to the type of cosmic ray/mass (ln A)
Ep
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H
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Similar trend for both 
models: 
heavier composition at 
low energies (largest 
mass dispersion), 
lightest ln A at ≈ 2x1018 eV, 
getting heavier again 
towards higher energies 
(smaller mass dispersion) 
[N.B: very few data above ≈ 
40 EeV)

Mass measurement and 
test of hadronic 
interaction models. 
The conversion to σ2(lnA) 
using QGSJETII-04 yields 
unphysical results.



Stringent neutrino- and photon-flux limits at EeV energies
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Observables to 
select neutrinos: 
shape of the 
footprint and time 
structure of signals 
in very inclined 
showers ( >60˚)

EAS observables 
to select 

photons: shape 
of the LDF and 

time structure of 
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showers with 
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Top-down models strongly disfavoredFirst limit from an EAS array below WB bound
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EAS observables to select 
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time structure of signals in 
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Mainly: Charge separation in 
geomagnetic field

Theory predicts additional 
mechanisms:
excess of electrons in shower:
charge excess
superposition of emission due to 
Cherenkov effects in atmosphere

Radio Emission in Air Showers
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polarization of radio signal

geomagnetic Askaryan

a complementary path to the future:



Width of radio footprint

dedicated AERA simulations incl. 
noise and detector!
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AERA-SD-FD Hybrid data
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fit of simulations to data
Idea: Produce sets of simulations and 

fit them to the measured energy 
density footprints. 

Johannes Schulz 

Radio emission pattern on ground is sensitive to
energy

see e.g.
- Auger PRL/PRD
- LOFAR, Nelles et al.,  JCAP 05 (2015) 018

total energy (integral) is sensitive to shower energy

particle type/Xmax

see e.g.
- LOFAR, Buitink et al., PRD 90 (2014) 082003

width of footprint sensitive to distance to Xmax



Figure 4: Interpolated pattern of the simulated total power for two different air showers in the shower plane. On the left a

shower measured at a large distance and on the right a shower measured at a small distance to the shower maximum is shown.

Both showers show a visible asymmetry and a circular, bean-shaped pattern.

4. General considerations and choice of parametrization

In order to better visualize the shape of the lateral signal distribution of the simulated signal, the power

from the grid pattern (figure 3) can be interpolated and plotted, as it is done in figure 4. Since this is in

the shower plane, this pattern is in general circular, so one is tempted to look for rotational symmetry. It is

however also clearly visible that the central part with the highest signal is not rotationally symmetric.

As discussed in section 2, the classical choice is an exponential function. Especially for events measured

at larger distances to the shower axis, this has proven to be successful. Thus, functions which have an

exponential fall-off at larger distances are obvious candidates. In addition, the functions should deliver

a flattening or even fall-off near the center. Purely from these shape considerations, the following initial

parameterization is chosen.

P (x
�
, y

�
) = A+ · exp

�
−[(x� −X+)

2
+ (y� − Y+)

2
]

σ2
+

�
−A− · exp

�
−[(x� −X−)

2
+ (y� − Y−)

2
]

σ2
−

�
+O (2)

Here, P is the total power of the integrated radio signal, x�, y� are the spatial coordinates, centered around

the position of the shower axis in the plane spanned by the vectors �v × �B and �v × �v × �B. This function has

nine free parameters that need to be fitted. Those are the location parameters X+, X−, Y+, Y−, the width

parameters σ+,σ−, the offset parameter O and the two scaling parameters A+ and A−, which are positive

and it holds A+ > A−. This means that the parameterization is made up of two Gaussians, which are shifted

with respect to each other and subtracted from each other. As it is a parameterization in the shower plane,

it also depends on an independent reconstruction of the direction of the shower.

5. Fit quality and parameter adaptation

Function (2) is fitted without any further restrictions to every individual simulated shower, using a

standard Levenberg-Marquardt least-squares algorithm. In oder to identify suitable starting values, first one

single two-dimensional Gaussian function is fitted. This will be especially necessary if the core position (here

(0,0) from simulations) is not well known, as it is typically the case for measured showers.

The offset parameter O is introduced, as the CoREAS simulations suffer from noise artifacts at larger

distances to the shower axis, introduced by the thinning of the simulated air showers. The signal power does

therefore not reach zero, as it is expected from physical considerations. As it is an additional parameter to

the fit, which can introduce local minima, it can be left out, at the cost of an decreased fitting quality at the

outer edges of the grid. Depending on the noise situation and the required signal-to-noise ratio, it might be

necessary to reintroduce this parameter for measured data.

5
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1 km

>2000 antennas

153 antennas

Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

Fig. 1. Layout of AERA at the Pierre Auger Observatory and the dense core of LOFAR – drawn to scale.

with an array of 1660 water-Čerenkov detectors and 27 fluorescence telescopes at four locations on
the periphery. The area near the Coihueco fluorescence detector contains a number of low-energy en-
hancements, including AERA. AERA is located in a region with a higher density of water Čerenkov
detectors (on a 750 m grid) and within the field of view of HEAT [13], allowing for the calibration
of the radio signal using super-hybrid air shower measurements, i.e. recording simultaneously the
fluorescence light, the particles at the ground, and the radio emission from extensive air showers.

Since March 2015 AERA consists of 153 autonomous radio detection stations, distributed with
different spacings, ranging from 150 m in the dense core up to 750 m, covering an area of about
17 km2. Different types of antennas are used, including logarithmic periodic dipoles and butterfly
antennas, covering the frequency range from 30 to 80 MHz [14, 15].

3. Precision measurement of the radio emission in air showers

LOFAR combines a high antenna density and a fast sampling of the measured voltage traces in
each antenna. This yields very detailed information for each measured air shower and the properties
of the radio emission have been measured with high precision. At the Pierre Auger Observatory
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FIG. 1. Reconstructed electric-field trace of one of the measured

cosmic-ray radio events. An upsampling by a factor of five was ap-

plied. The shown Hilbert envelope (dashed line) is the square root of

the quadratic sum of the Hilbert envelopes of the three polarization

components.

C. Selection of radio signals induced by cosmic rays

Given the amount of pulsed background noise at the AERA

site, the preselected events are likely to contain non cosmic-

ray signals that mimic cosmic-ray pulses. There are two sce-

narios possible: Signals in one or more stations are not caused

by the air shower or an event contains only noise pulses that

by chance led to a reconstructed incoming direction similar to

that of the SD.

In order to reject background signals, we take advantage of

the expected polarization of the radio signal. The polariza-

tion of the radio pulse is only used for this purpose and not

considered for the energy estimation. In the frequency range

of AERA (30 to 80 MHz) the dominant emission process is

the geomagnetic emission [11, 15]. Here, a linear polarization

of the electric field is expected to be in the direction of the

Lorentz force (given by �egeo) that acts on the charged particles

while they traverse the magnetic field of the Earth. The polar-

ization is altered by an additional emission which is linearly

polarized radially towards the shower axis (given by �eCE), and

is referred to as the charge-excess emission process [15, 31–

33].

The expected direction of the electric-field vector is there-

fore calculated from the geomagnetic and the charge-excess

contributions

�Eexp ∝ sinα�egeo + a�eCE , (2)

where α is the angle between shower axis and magnetic

field of the Earth, and a is the average relative charge-excess

strength that has been measured to be 0.14 ± 0.02 at AERA

[15]. In this approach, the direction of the geomagnetic con-

tribution depends only on the incoming direction of the air

shower whereas the charge-excess contribution depends in ad-

dition on the position of the radio station relative to the shower

axis.

In Fig. 2, all stations with signal of a cosmic-ray candidate

are shown, and the measured polarization is compared with

the expectations of the two radio-emission mechanisms. The

overall agreement between measured and expected field po-

larizations is quantified using the angular difference

FIG. 2. Polarization map of a single event. The axis coordinates

are in the shower plane where the x-axis corresponds to the direction

of the Lorentz force (�v × �B) and the y-axis perpendicular to that

and to the shower axis (�v × (�v × �B)). The SD shower core is at the

coordinate origin. The measured polarizations are shown as the black

arrows. The gray arrows are the model expectations, and the red and

blue arrows are the geomagnetic and the charge-excess components,

respectively. The definition of β is described in the text. The air-

shower properties of this event are: Energy of 0.9 EeV and arriving

from a zenith angle of 36
◦

and from 27
◦

south of west. For the

emission model of Eq. (2), the optimal value of the relative charge-

excess strength is a = 0.18.

βi = ∠( �Emeas,i, �Eexp,i) (3)

at each station i. For each event, the average deviation β̄ of

the individual deviations βi of the stations with signal is cal-

culated and will be used as criterion for a quality cut. Relevant

uncertainties are taken into account as follows:

• The relative strength a of the charge-excess can vary

from event to event due to shower-to-shower fluctua-

tions, and additional dependencies on the geometry of

the air shower [34]. Therefore, for each possible values

of a between 0 and 0.5 the average deviation β̄ is cal-

culated and only the smallest value of β̄ is considered.

• The uncertainty of the SD shower core position is taken

into account by variation of the core within its estimated

uncertainties. In our data set the uncertainty varies

between 10 m and 80 m depending on the energy and

zenith angle. For each trial of the core position β̄ is

calculated. Again, only the smallest value of β̄ is con-

sidered.

• Interference of the cosmic-ray radio signal with noise

pulses can alter the polarization. Simulation studies

showed that for a single radio station the uncertainty

in β due to noise is below 8
◦

at detection threshold, and

decreases to 1
◦

at high signal-to-noise ratios. To obtain

voltage time trace
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tions, and additional dependencies on the geometry of
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Given the amount of pulsed background noise at the AERA

site, the preselected events are likely to contain non cosmic-

ray signals that mimic cosmic-ray pulses. There are two sce-

narios possible: Signals in one or more stations are not caused

by the air shower or an event contains only noise pulses that

by chance led to a reconstructed incoming direction similar to

that of the SD.

In order to reject background signals, we take advantage of

the expected polarization of the radio signal. The polariza-

tion of the radio pulse is only used for this purpose and not

considered for the energy estimation. In the frequency range

of AERA (30 to 80 MHz) the dominant emission process is

the geomagnetic emission [11, 15]. Here, a linear polarization

of the electric field is expected to be in the direction of the

Lorentz force (given by �egeo) that acts on the charged particles

while they traverse the magnetic field of the Earth. The polar-

ization is altered by an additional emission which is linearly

polarized radially towards the shower axis (given by �eCE), and

is referred to as the charge-excess emission process [15, 31–

33].

The expected direction of the electric-field vector is there-

fore calculated from the geomagnetic and the charge-excess

contributions

�Eexp ∝ sinα�egeo + a�eCE , (2)

where α is the angle between shower axis and magnetic

field of the Earth, and a is the average relative charge-excess

strength that has been measured to be 0.14 ± 0.02 at AERA

[15]. In this approach, the direction of the geomagnetic con-

tribution depends only on the incoming direction of the air

shower whereas the charge-excess contribution depends in ad-

dition on the position of the radio station relative to the shower

axis.

In Fig. 2, all stations with signal of a cosmic-ray candidate

are shown, and the measured polarization is compared with

the expectations of the two radio-emission mechanisms. The

overall agreement between measured and expected field po-

larizations is quantified using the angular difference
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FIG. 3. Lateral signal distribution of a single cosmic-ray event. The air-shower properties of this event are: Energy of 0.75 EeV and arriving
at a zenith angle of 37◦ and from 44◦ west of south. Left: The energy fluence in the shower plane. The measurements are indicated as circles
where the color shows the energy fluence. Grey squares are stations with signal below threshold and the red cross marks a station that is rejected
due to a mismatch in the signal polarization. The background map shows the LDF parametrization. The coordinate origin is the reconstructed
core position of the radio LDF fit. Right: Representation of the same data as a function of distance from the shower axis. The colored and
black squares are the measured energy fluences and gray squares are the stations with signal below threshold. For the three data points with
the highest energy fluence, the one-dimensional projection of the two-dimensional LDF onto lines connecting the radio-core position with
the corresponding radio detector positions is illustrated with colored lines. This demonstrates the azimuthal asymmetry and complexity of the
two-dimensional lateral distribution function. The inset figure shows the azimuthal direction of the three LDF projections. The distribution of
the residuals (data versus fit) is shown as well.

use events with only three or four stations with signal. C0 - C4

are constants that are estimated from CoREAS Monte Carlo
simulations [21] and can be found in Appendix A. C0 − C2

are zenith-angle dependent. The LDF is fitted to the data us-
ing a chi-square minimization. An example of one air shower
within our data set is shown in Fig. 3.

Some events do not contain sufficient information to fit the
LDF, such as when only three stations with signal are present
that have roughly the same signal strength. This results in an
unphysically broad LDF. To reject these events we impose the
quality cut σ < 300 m (Table I). An analysis of air-shower
simulations for the AERA geometry showed that the σ pa-
rameter of the LDF is never larger than 300 m.

In the following, only the 126 events that pass the quality
cuts are considered and will be referred to as the full data set.
To derive the accuracy of the energy estimation method, the
data set will be further divided in a high-quality data set con-
taining only events with at least five stations with signal, i.e.,
events where the core position can be reconstructed in the ra-
dio LDF fit.

A. Definition of the energy estimator

The spatial integral of the lateral distribution function gives
the amount of energy that is transferred from the primary cos-
mic ray into radio emission in the AERA frequency band dur-
ing the air-shower development, and will be given in units
of eV. We define the energy estimator Sradio as this radiation
energy divided by sin2 α to account for different emission
strengths at different angles between shower axis and mag-

FIG. 4. Skymap of the 126 selected events. Green filled circles de-
note air showers with at least five stations with signal and open cir-
cles denote air showers with less than five stations with signal. The
red star denotes the direction of the magnetic-field axis at AERA. All
measured events are at least 20◦ away from the magnetic-field axis.
Therefore, the geomagnetic emission gives the dominant contribu-
tion to the radiation energy for all events.
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FIG. 1. Reconstructed electric-field trace of one of the measured

cosmic-ray radio events. An upsampling by a factor of five was ap-

plied. The shown Hilbert envelope (dashed line) is the square root of

the quadratic sum of the Hilbert envelopes of the three polarization

components.

C. Selection of radio signals induced by cosmic rays

Given the amount of pulsed background noise at the AERA

site, the preselected events are likely to contain non cosmic-

ray signals that mimic cosmic-ray pulses. There are two sce-

narios possible: Signals in one or more stations are not caused

by the air shower or an event contains only noise pulses that

by chance led to a reconstructed incoming direction similar to

that of the SD.

In order to reject background signals, we take advantage of

the expected polarization of the radio signal. The polariza-

tion of the radio pulse is only used for this purpose and not

considered for the energy estimation. In the frequency range

of AERA (30 to 80 MHz) the dominant emission process is

the geomagnetic emission [11, 15]. Here, a linear polarization

of the electric field is expected to be in the direction of the

Lorentz force (given by �egeo) that acts on the charged particles

while they traverse the magnetic field of the Earth. The polar-

ization is altered by an additional emission which is linearly

polarized radially towards the shower axis (given by �eCE), and

is referred to as the charge-excess emission process [15, 31–

33].

The expected direction of the electric-field vector is there-

fore calculated from the geomagnetic and the charge-excess

contributions

�Eexp ∝ sinα�egeo + a�eCE , (2)

where α is the angle between shower axis and magnetic

field of the Earth, and a is the average relative charge-excess

strength that has been measured to be 0.14 ± 0.02 at AERA

[15]. In this approach, the direction of the geomagnetic con-

tribution depends only on the incoming direction of the air

shower whereas the charge-excess contribution depends in ad-

dition on the position of the radio station relative to the shower

axis.

In Fig. 2, all stations with signal of a cosmic-ray candidate

are shown, and the measured polarization is compared with

the expectations of the two radio-emission mechanisms. The

overall agreement between measured and expected field po-

larizations is quantified using the angular difference

FIG. 2. Polarization map of a single event. The axis coordinates

are in the shower plane where the x-axis corresponds to the direction

of the Lorentz force (�v × �B) and the y-axis perpendicular to that

and to the shower axis (�v × (�v × �B)). The SD shower core is at the

coordinate origin. The measured polarizations are shown as the black

arrows. The gray arrows are the model expectations, and the red and

blue arrows are the geomagnetic and the charge-excess components,

respectively. The definition of β is described in the text. The air-

shower properties of this event are: Energy of 0.9 EeV and arriving

from a zenith angle of 36
◦

and from 27
◦

south of west. For the

emission model of Eq. (2), the optimal value of the relative charge-

excess strength is a = 0.18.

βi = ∠( �Emeas,i, �Eexp,i) (3)

at each station i. For each event, the average deviation β̄ of

the individual deviations βi of the stations with signal is cal-

culated and will be used as criterion for a quality cut. Relevant

uncertainties are taken into account as follows:

• The relative strength a of the charge-excess can vary

from event to event due to shower-to-shower fluctua-

tions, and additional dependencies on the geometry of

the air shower [34]. Therefore, for each possible values

of a between 0 and 0.5 the average deviation β̄ is cal-

culated and only the smallest value of β̄ is considered.

• The uncertainty of the SD shower core position is taken

into account by variation of the core within its estimated

uncertainties. In our data set the uncertainty varies

between 10 m and 80 m depending on the energy and

zenith angle. For each trial of the core position β̄ is

calculated. Again, only the smallest value of β̄ is con-

sidered.

• Interference of the cosmic-ray radio signal with noise

pulses can alter the polarization. Simulation studies

showed that for a single radio station the uncertainty

in β due to noise is below 8
◦

at detection threshold, and

decreases to 1
◦

at high signal-to-noise ratios. To obtain
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FIG. 3. Lateral signal distribution of a single cosmic-ray event. The air-shower properties of this event are: Energy of 0.75 EeV and arriving
at a zenith angle of 37◦ and from 44◦ west of south. Left: The energy fluence in the shower plane. The measurements are indicated as circles
where the color shows the energy fluence. Grey squares are stations with signal below threshold and the red cross marks a station that is rejected
due to a mismatch in the signal polarization. The background map shows the LDF parametrization. The coordinate origin is the reconstructed
core position of the radio LDF fit. Right: Representation of the same data as a function of distance from the shower axis. The colored and
black squares are the measured energy fluences and gray squares are the stations with signal below threshold. For the three data points with
the highest energy fluence, the one-dimensional projection of the two-dimensional LDF onto lines connecting the radio-core position with
the corresponding radio detector positions is illustrated with colored lines. This demonstrates the azimuthal asymmetry and complexity of the
two-dimensional lateral distribution function. The inset figure shows the azimuthal direction of the three LDF projections. The distribution of
the residuals (data versus fit) is shown as well.

use events with only three or four stations with signal. C0 - C4

are constants that are estimated from CoREAS Monte Carlo
simulations [21] and can be found in Appendix A. C0 − C2

are zenith-angle dependent. The LDF is fitted to the data us-
ing a chi-square minimization. An example of one air shower
within our data set is shown in Fig. 3.

Some events do not contain sufficient information to fit the
LDF, such as when only three stations with signal are present
that have roughly the same signal strength. This results in an
unphysically broad LDF. To reject these events we impose the
quality cut σ < 300 m (Table I). An analysis of air-shower
simulations for the AERA geometry showed that the σ pa-
rameter of the LDF is never larger than 300 m.

In the following, only the 126 events that pass the quality
cuts are considered and will be referred to as the full data set.
To derive the accuracy of the energy estimation method, the
data set will be further divided in a high-quality data set con-
taining only events with at least five stations with signal, i.e.,
events where the core position can be reconstructed in the ra-
dio LDF fit.

A. Definition of the energy estimator

The spatial integral of the lateral distribution function gives
the amount of energy that is transferred from the primary cos-
mic ray into radio emission in the AERA frequency band dur-
ing the air-shower development, and will be given in units
of eV. We define the energy estimator Sradio as this radiation
energy divided by sin2 α to account for different emission
strengths at different angles between shower axis and mag-

FIG. 4. Skymap of the 126 selected events. Green filled circles de-
note air showers with at least five stations with signal and open cir-
cles denote air showers with less than five stations with signal. The
red star denotes the direction of the magnetic-field axis at AERA. All
measured events are at least 20◦ away from the magnetic-field axis.
Therefore, the geomagnetic emission gives the dominant contribu-
tion to the radiation energy for all events.
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at a zenith angle of 37◦ and from 44◦ west of south. Left: The energy fluence in the shower plane. The measurements are indicated as circles
where the color shows the energy fluence. Grey squares are stations with signal below threshold and the red cross marks a station that is rejected
due to a mismatch in the signal polarization. The background map shows the LDF parametrization. The coordinate origin is the reconstructed
core position of the radio LDF fit. Right: Representation of the same data as a function of distance from the shower axis. The colored and
black squares are the measured energy fluences and gray squares are the stations with signal below threshold. For the three data points with
the highest energy fluence, the one-dimensional projection of the two-dimensional LDF onto lines connecting the radio-core position with
the corresponding radio detector positions is illustrated with colored lines. This demonstrates the azimuthal asymmetry and complexity of the
two-dimensional lateral distribution function. The inset figure shows the azimuthal direction of the three LDF projections. The distribution of
the residuals (data versus fit) is shown as well.

use events with only three or four stations with signal. C0 - C4

are constants that are estimated from CoREAS Monte Carlo
simulations [21] and can be found in Appendix A. C0 − C2

are zenith-angle dependent. The LDF is fitted to the data us-
ing a chi-square minimization. An example of one air shower
within our data set is shown in Fig. 3.

Some events do not contain sufficient information to fit the
LDF, such as when only three stations with signal are present
that have roughly the same signal strength. This results in an
unphysically broad LDF. To reject these events we impose the
quality cut σ < 300 m (Table I). An analysis of air-shower
simulations for the AERA geometry showed that the σ pa-
rameter of the LDF is never larger than 300 m.

In the following, only the 126 events that pass the quality
cuts are considered and will be referred to as the full data set.
To derive the accuracy of the energy estimation method, the
data set will be further divided in a high-quality data set con-
taining only events with at least five stations with signal, i.e.,
events where the core position can be reconstructed in the ra-
dio LDF fit.

A. Definition of the energy estimator

The spatial integral of the lateral distribution function gives
the amount of energy that is transferred from the primary cos-
mic ray into radio emission in the AERA frequency band dur-
ing the air-shower development, and will be given in units
of eV. We define the energy estimator Sradio as this radiation
energy divided by sin2 α to account for different emission
strengths at different angles between shower axis and mag-

FIG. 4. Skymap of the 126 selected events. Green filled circles de-
note air showers with at least five stations with signal and open cir-
cles denote air showers with less than five stations with signal. The
red star denotes the direction of the magnetic-field axis at AERA. All
measured events are at least 20◦ away from the magnetic-field axis.
Therefore, the geomagnetic emission gives the dominant contribu-
tion to the radiation energy for all events.
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FIG. 5. (top) The radio-energy estimator Sradio as a function of the
cosmic-ray energy measured with the surface detector. A power law
is fitted to the data using a likelihood approach which takes all uncer-
tainties and detection efficiencies into account. Green filled circles
denote air showers where the core position has been determined in
the radio LDF fit, i.e., all air showers with at least five stations with
signal. Open circles denote events with less than five stations with
signal and use the SD core position. (bottom) Relative energy reso-
lution: The energy of the radio detector is obtained using the fit in
the left-hand figure. The left histogram contains all air showers, and
the right histogram contains the air showers with at least five stations
with signal (green filled circles). The expected distribution is shown
as a gray shaded area which is computed from the fitted probability
model that describes the fluctuations.

effect will be parametrized from data and will further improve
the energy resolution. Also, a better understanding of the de-
tector and the environmental effects, such as temperature de-
pendencies, will help to improve the energy reconstruction.

Combined measurements, such as they are possible at the
Pierre Auger Observatory, hold great potential for future im-
provements of the energy resolution due to the anti-correlation
of the energy reconstructed with the radio and surface detec-
tors.

C. The energy content of extensive air showers in the radio
frequency range of 30 to 80 MHz

So far, the energy content of extensive air showers in the ra-
dio frequency range of 30 to 80 MHz has only been measured
at the Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina. However, our
findings can be generalized by the following consideration.

To obtain a prediction that is independent of the location
of the experiment, i.e., a universal formula to calculate the
radiation energy from the cosmic-ray energy, the calibration
function Eq. (6) can be normalized to the local magnetic field.
We found that it is sufficient to correct only for the dominant
geomagnetic part of the radio emission. This is because the
increase of radiation energy due to the charge-excess emission
is small, as constructive and destructive interference with the
geomagnetic emission mostly cancel out in the integration of
the energy densities over the shower plane, see Eq. (5). For the
average relative charge-excess strength of 14% at AERA [15]
the increase in radiation energy is only 2%. As most locations
on Earth have a stronger magnetic field than the AERA site the
effect of the charge-excess emission on the radiation energy
will be even smaller. Within the statistical accuracy of the
calibration function this effect can be neglected which leads
to the universal prediction of the radiation energy

E30−80MHz =(15.8± 0.7(stat)± 6.7(sys))MeV×
�
sinα

E

1018 eV

BEarth

0.24G

�2

,
(7)

where E is the cosmic-ray energy, BEarth denotes the lo-
cal magnetic-field strength and 0.24 G is the magnetic-field
strength at the AERA site. The systematic uncertainty quoted
here is the combined uncertainty of Sradio (28%) and the SD
energy scale (16% at 1017.5 eV). This formula will become in-
valid for radio detectors at high altitudes because the amount
of radiation energy decreases as – depending on the zenith an-
gle – a significant part of the air shower is clipped away at the
ground.

Please note that in practice the 30 to 80 MHz band is used
by most experiments. Due to coherence effects, the cosmic-
ray induced radio emission is strongest below 100 MHz. At-
mospheric noise and short-wave band transmitters make mea-
surements below 30 MHz unfeasible. From 85 to 110 MHz
the FM band interferes with measurements. Furthermore, ra-
dio emission at frequencies well beyond 100 MHz can be
detected only in very specific geometries (observers at the
Cherenkov angle). Hence, ground-based experiments exploit
the frequency window from 30 to 80 MHz or measure in only
slightly different frequency bands.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Auger Engineering Radio Array is the radio detector
of the Pierre Auger Observatory. It is located within the low-
energy extension of the Observatory where additional surface
detector stations with a smaller spacing are present, which
enables access to cosmic-ray energies down to 0.1 EeV. For

relation between cosmic-ray 
energy and energy in radio 
emission (30 - 80 MHz)

E30-80 MHz = 15.8 MeV @ 1018 eV
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lution: The energy of the radio detector is obtained using the fit in
the left-hand figure. The left histogram contains all air showers, and
the right histogram contains the air showers with at least five stations
with signal (green filled circles). The expected distribution is shown
as a gray shaded area which is computed from the fitted probability
model that describes the fluctuations.
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,
(7)

where E is the cosmic-ray energy, BEarth denotes the lo-
cal magnetic-field strength and 0.24 G is the magnetic-field
strength at the AERA site. The systematic uncertainty quoted
here is the combined uncertainty of Sradio (28%) and the SD
energy scale (16% at 1017.5 eV). This formula will become in-
valid for radio detectors at high altitudes because the amount
of radiation energy decreases as – depending on the zenith an-
gle – a significant part of the air shower is clipped away at the
ground.

Please note that in practice the 30 to 80 MHz band is used
by most experiments. Due to coherence effects, the cosmic-
ray induced radio emission is strongest below 100 MHz. At-
mospheric noise and short-wave band transmitters make mea-
surements below 30 MHz unfeasible. From 85 to 110 MHz
the FM band interferes with measurements. Furthermore, ra-
dio emission at frequencies well beyond 100 MHz can be
detected only in very specific geometries (observers at the
Cherenkov angle). Hence, ground-based experiments exploit
the frequency window from 30 to 80 MHz or measure in only
slightly different frequency bands.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

The Auger Engineering Radio Array is the radio detector
of the Pierre Auger Observatory. It is located within the low-
energy extension of the Observatory where additional surface
detector stations with a smaller spacing are present, which
enables access to cosmic-ray energies down to 0.1 EeV. For

energy resolution
29% all showers 24% high quality

relation between cosmic-ray 
energy and energy in radio 
emission (30 - 80 MHz)

E30-80 MHz = 15.8 MeV @ 1018 eV



Measurement of the depth of the shower maximum Xmax with 
AERA        

Auger Engineering Radio Array
AERA

electric field strength
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A full radio reconstruction method

Simulation of the experimental LDF using SELFAS + CONEX

Inputs: 

obtained with radio 

• 40 protons 
• 10 iron nuclei

• Energy:10
18eV

50 LDFs are simulated  
to perform a Monte Carlo 
Reconstruction 

• 

• First interaction depth (X1) 
are calculated by CONEX

To reconstruct one event

• Star shaped array in the shower  
  plan and projected on the ground

Common characteristics
No assumptions on the core position, energy or Xmax: 3 free parameters
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X
max

X
max

Principle based on path-length-difference (between orange and blue paths)

S����� J�����
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arrrival time
(shape of shower front)

pulse shape
(frequency spectrum)



3Johannes Schulz 

fit of simulations to data
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SD

FD

SD-FD energy calibration cuts:

fit of simulations to data

22 air shower

σ = 43.7 g/cm2
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preliminary - Auger-internal use only!

RD-SD hybrid analysis
SD: axis + energy
RD: Xmax

Depth of the shower maximum (particle type)

F�� �� AERA ����

Average X
max

from full AERA data set (also non-FD-RD coincident events)

Demand at least four radio stations for low uncertainty (68 events in total)
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Auger, ICRC 2015
AERA

proton
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Compatible with other methods!
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analysis of spectral shape



Antennas for the detection of radio emission pulses from cosmic-ray induced air showers at the Pierre Auger Observatory
P. Abreu et al. (Pierre Auger Collaboration)
JINST 7 (2012) P10011

whats next?
AERA is producing full-author list Auger  papers

• time calibration paper (JINST)
• absolute energy scale of radio emission (PRL/PRD)
• technical description (NIM/JINST paper) in preparation
Probing the radio emission from air showers with polarization measurements
A. Aab et al. (Pierre Auger Collaboration)
Physical Review D 89 (2014) 052002 (arXiv:1402.3677)

Advanced functionality for radio analysis in the Offline software framework of the Pierre Auger Observatory
P. Abreu et al. (Pierre Auger Collaboration)
Nuclear Instruments and Methods A 635 (2011) 92 (arXiv:1101.4473)

more to come ...
e.g. promising Xmax analyses preli

minary
 - A

uger
-inte

rnal 
use 

only
!

see
 Xmax talks in

 morning 

sess
ion

RD-SD hybrid analysis

Time to officially integrate AERA to the PAO!
--> ORR during next Collaboration meeting!

Results of a self-triggered prototype system for radio-detection of extensive air showers at the Pierre Auger Observatory
S. Acounis et al. (Pierre Auger Collaboration)
JINST 7 (2012) 11023

http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.3677
http://arxiv.org/abs/1402.3677
http://arxiv.org/abs/1101.4473
http://arxiv.org/abs/1101.4473
http://particle.astro.ru.nl/pub/JINST7-11023.pdf
http://particle.astro.ru.nl/pub/JINST7-11023.pdf
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The highest energy cosmic rays: 
status and future perspectives

1. All-particle spectrum: flux suppression above ≈ 40 EeV (GZK-reminiscent)

2. Trend towards a heavier composition at the highest energies. Spectrum and Xmax data 
together favor a scenario where the suppression is a source effect. 

NEED FOR MASS COMPOSITION DATA IN THE SUPPRESSION REGION - ACCESSED BY 
THE SURFACE DETECTOR

Mass-related shower observables provide tight constraints on hadronic interaction models 

NEED FOR MORE MASS-RELATED DATA FROM THE SURFACE DETECTOR

3. Stringent photon limits strongly disfavor exotic sources: astrophysical sources 
expected. But a high degree of (small-scale) isotropy observed.

NEED TO SELECT LIGHT CRs TO DO COSMIC-RAY ASTRONOMY

Auger Observatory after 10 years of operation: Radio detection of air showers:
Successfull reconstruction of all cosmic-ray properties with 
the radio technique:
1. direction
2. energy
3. particle type/mass
A NEW WINDOW TO MEASURE EXTENSIVE AIR 
SHOWERS.

To measure the CR mass is the key:
NL group achieves this by
1. SD analysis
2. SD upgrade (scintillation detectors)
3. radio measurements of air showers

http://particle.astro.ru.nl
http://particle.astro.ru.nl

